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*DISCLAIMER
The information contained herein is being furnished for informational purposes only, upon the express condition that the User makes its own assessment of the appropriate use of such information. While the information contained herein is believed to be reliable, no
representations, guarantees or warranties of any kind are made as to its accuracy, suitability for a particular application or the results to be obtained herefrom. Agromayal Botanica SA de CV. ("AMB") cannot guarantee how any products associated with this
information will perform in combination with other substances or in User’s process. Due to the variations in methods, conditions and equipment used commercially in processing these materials, no warranties or guarantees are made as to the suitability of the
information/products for the applications disclosed. AMB shall not be liable and the User assumes all risk and responsibility for, any use or handling of any material beyond AMB’s direct control. AMB WELLLNESS MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. It is the User’s sole responsibility to determine if there are any issues relating to patent infringement of any component or combination of
components relating to the supplied information. Nothing contained herein is to be considered as permission, recommendation, nor as an inducement to practice any patented invention without the permission of the patent owner. This suggested formulation is only
a representative formulation and it is not a commercialized product. AMB WELLNESS believes that the information and data on which this formulation is based are reliable, but it has not been subjected to extensive testing for performance, efficacy or safety. BEFORE
COMMERCIALIZATION, YOU SHOULD THOROUGHLY TEST THE FORMULATION OR ANY VARIATION OF IT TO DETERMINE ITS PERFORMANCE, EFFICACY AND SAFETY. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO OBTAIN ANY NECESSARY GOVERNMENT CLEARANCE, LICENSE OR
REGISTRATION. In addition, AMB has not undertaken a comprehensive patent search on the formulation. Suggestions of uses should not be taken as inducements to infringe any particular patent.

Item Ingredient Wt%

Procedure:
Phases A and B were heated separately, with stirring, and homogenized. Phase B was poured into phase A while stirring slowly, and the mixture was heated as far
as the phase inversion temperature (PIT) which is at a temperature of about 60 to 80° C. The water-in-oil emulsion obtained becomes virtually transparent during
the heating. The heating was stopped when the emulsion became white and the phase C was poured into the emulsion while maintaining slow stirring, and then
as soon as the emulsion became transparent during cooling, it was diluted by adding phase D. A slightly bluish, fluid (viscosity of about 1 cPoise) oil-in-water
emulsion was obtained. After storing at various temperatures, the pH remains stable. pH at T0 is 5.11.
A slightly bluish, very fluid oil-in-water emulsion was obtained which had a viscosity of about 1 cPs (1 mPa.s) measured at ambient temperature (25° C.) and with a
Rheomat RM 180 with the No. 1 rotor. The pH at T0 is 5.83
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A

B

C

Cyclomethicone
Ethylhexyl palmitate
Ceteareth-15 (Mergital CS15 from Cognis)
Glyceryl stearate
Distilled water
Ethanol
Chlorhexidine digluconate

Distilled wáter

4.50
3.00
1.50
0.90
5.00
15.0
3.00
0.25
1.00
65.85
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ALOE FLUID MILK WIPE B

Elevate your skincare routine with our Aloe Fluid Milk Wipe B. Enriched with Aloe's natural properties, this fluid milk
wipe offers a luxurious cleanse that leaves your skin feeling pampered.

INNOVALOE ALOE VERA GEL CONCENTRATE 10:1
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